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A personal selection and authoritative guide to the most beautiful bulbs on the earth.  The

publication of Anna Pavord's guide to her favorite bulbs, corms, and tubers is an event to be

celebrated. Here, the world famous author of The Tulip, selects 540 favorite bulbs, more bulbs than

and gardener could grow in a lifetime.Easy-to-grow, generally inexpensive and highly accessible,

bulbs are readily available from many outlets. From acis, anemones and arums to zantedeschia,

zephyranthes, and zigadenus, this alphabetical collection provides inspiration, insight, anecdote,

and helpful advice. Special photography reveals the glory of each bulb, explaining flowering size,

height, planting depth and requires soil and climatic conditions.This gorgeous book, a complete

deluxe package, will appeal to gardeners as the world's most authoritative and affordable reference

work on bulbs.
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I bought this book thinking it would be an encyclopaedia with pictures of a good number of presently

available bulbs featured - a bit like the wonderful books by Roger Phillips. And was initially

disappointed. The book is stuffed full of photos, but not as many as I had anticipated.However

where this book comes into its own is with the extent of its very detailed information. I sat down with

this book for half an hour with a cup of coffee and learned more in those thirty minutes about bulbs

than in all my years gardening, and that was just with skimming through. Anyone who grows bulbs

will learn an enormous amount from Anna Pavord's deep and detailed subject knowledge. It covers

everything from history to cultivation, propagation, storage, and most importantly positioning - which

I had never realised was so important. This book will pay for itself quite quickly with the money it



saves me when buying and growing bulbs.

I had recently seen the author on Martha Stewart and fell in love with her. Although the author is

writing from England, the book is insightful and helpful. The photographs are beautiful and certainly

make it easy to identify the bulbs in American catalogs that are usually too small to be seen. The

author adds anecdotes that makes reading the text fun.

A beautiful book that was highly recommended by a friend. It inspired me to plant more bulbs.

Very nice book for a really good price! Illustrations are beautiful, text interesting. I wish it would be

maps for Europe's temperature zones in next edition.

I enjoyed reading about bulbs of all kinds, very nicely put together and informative. Now all I have to

do is figure why all my bulbs rotted in my planter pots.

The writing is so delightful, equaling the quality of the many color images. This is a must-read,

must-have book for any gardener's library.
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